Start of Key Stage 3 Level Assessment
Name:
Class:

_________________________________________

Target level:

1

Terms and Conditions
The Terms and Conditions you agreed to by purchasing this resource can be found on our website,
www.attainmentineducation.org . Your attention is drawn to section 5.3 of this agreement:
“You acknowledge that you rely on your own skill and judgement in
determining the suitability of the goods for any particular purpose.”

_________________________________________

Although this resource has been prepared by qualified teachers, we do not warrant that the goods are
suitable for any particular purpose (such as a specific course or qualification), as its effectiveness may be
affected by specific local conditions, such as the resources available, the ability and capability of the students
involved and their prior learning. Similarly, we also do not warrant the results that may be obtained from the
use of any publication or how any publication may affect expected student grades in assessments.

Levels Awarded
Task

Terms and Conditions of Use

Question Topic

Level Awarded

Writing a set of design criteria

Site Copy Licence
All photocopiable/digital resources may only be copied by the purchasing institution on a single site and for
their own use.
Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and Network Use

2

Designing a resistant materials product

3

Designing a textiles product

4

Writing a food recipe

Electronic files may be uploaded and used on a secure, password-protected VLE or Network, provided they
are only accessible to students attending the purchasing site.
Plagiarism
Students and teachers must reference/acknowledge the source of the material if they incorporate any of the
content contained into a body of work.

Overall Level
Awarded:

Copyright Information
It is Attainment in Education Ltd’s policy to obtain permission for any copyright material in our publications.
The publishers will be glad to make suitable arrangements with any copyright holders whom it has not been
possible to contact.
Links to Websites

Additional Comments:

Links to other websites are provided where appropriate. Attainment in Education Ltd is not responsible for
information on sites that it does not manage; we cannot guarantee, represent or warrant that the content
contained in the sites is accurate, legal and inoffensive. Inclusion of a website address or hyperlink should
not be taken to mean any endorsement by Attainment in Education Ltd of the site to which it points.
Disclaimers
Every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in this publication is accurate and up to date
but no legal responsibility is accepted for any errors, omissions or misleading statements. This resource is
designed to supplement teaching only. We do not make any warranty as to the results that may be obtained
from the use of this publication, or as to the accuracy, reliability or content of the publication.
Where publications have been designed to follow or support the content of a particular specification, or to
prepare students for the type of questions they will meet in public examinations, they should not be taken as
an attempt to predict future examination questions.
Please note that Attainment in Education Limited are not affiliated with, sponsored by or endorsed by any
educational institution. This publication is not authorised by, associated with, sponsored by or endorsed by
AQA, Pearson, Edexcel, OCR, WJEC, CEA or City & Guilds.
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Marking
Tick the ‘marking’ box only if you have done what is described in the ‘Have you …’ column.
The Level you achieve must have all of the boxes above it ticked.

E.g.: appearance, cost, safety, size, how it will work,
what it could be made from, sustainability

My teacher
thinks …

1

… written down a list of needs that the product
must satisfy?
… identified at least 4 different types of need
that the product must satisfy?

_______
thinks…

Need:

Level

Marking:

Have you …

I think…

Task 1
You have been asked to design a toy for a two year old child.
Write the design criteria that you would use for this toy.

3

… stated at least 6 needs in your specification?

2

… identified the constraints (the things that
limit what can be made)?
E.g.: the material it will be made from might only be
available in a certain size or the product might need to
be a small size to fit into something

3

4

5

6

7

4

… stated at least 8 needs in your specification?
… explained why a few of the identified needs
are important?
… used your research to identify some of the
design criteria?
… stated at least 10 needs in your specification,
some of which are measurable?
… explained why some of the identified design
features are important?
… shown how most of the design criteria link to
your research?
… explained why most of the identified design
needs are important?
… shown how every one of the design criteria
links to your research and analysis?
… explained why all of the identified design
features are important?
… explained how every one of the design
criteria links to your research and analysis?

5
6
7
8

8

9
Level Awarded:
10
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My teacher
thinks …

_______
thinks…

… generated at least three design ideas?
… included at least 5 labels on each design idea, pointing out the
important features? (e.g. how it works, what it looks like)
… created design ideas that are clearly different from each other?
… suggested the materials, components or ingredients to be used in your
product?
… made a comment about how your design ideas have been influenced by
environmental or sustainability considerations?
… commented about how well your design ideas will meet the needs of
the users?
… commented about how well your designs satisfy a few of the design
criteria?
… chosen at least one of the materials, components or ingredients that
you plan to use based on some of its properties?
… made comments about how your design has been influenced by either a
social, moral, environmental or sustainability issue?
… commented about how well your designs satisfy most of the design
criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose a few of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… explained how your design ideas address at least 5 different types of
need? (e.g. aesthetic, cost, user, environmental, safety, size, functional,
manufacturing.)
… given reasons for the main features of your design ideas?
… described how your design ideas have been influenced by either a
social, moral, environmental or sustainability consideration?
… evaluated your design ideas against the design criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose some of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… shown how your design has been influenced by more than one social,
moral, environmental or sustainability consideration?
… objectively evaluated your design ideas against some of the design
criteria?
… considered the needs of the user when evaluating your design ideas?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose most of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… explained in detail the main features of your design ideas?
… explained how your design has been influenced by a range of social,
moral, environmental and sustainability issues?
… shown where your research has influenced your designs?
… explained how your ideas could be made using the available
equipment?
… objectively evaluated your designs against most of the design criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose all of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?

Level

Marking:

Have you …

I think…

Task 2
In the space below, sketch three different design ideas for a storage unit
for computer games.

Tick the ‘marking’ box only if you have done what is described in the ‘Have you …’ column.
The Level you achieve must have all of the boxes above it ticked.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Level Awarded:
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Tick the ‘marking’ box only if you have done what is described in the ‘Have you …’ column.
The Level you achieve must have all of the boxes above it ticked.

My teacher
thinks …

_______
thinks…

… generated at least three design ideas?
… included at least 5 labels on each design idea, pointing out the
important features? (e.g. how it works, what it looks like)
… created design ideas that are clearly different from each other?
… suggested the materials, components or ingredients to be used in your
product?
… made a comment about how your design ideas have been influenced by
environmental or sustainability considerations?
… commented about how well your design ideas will meet the needs of
the users?
… commented about how well your designs satisfy a few of the design
criteria?
… chosen at least one of the materials, components or ingredients that
you plan to use based on some of its properties?
… made comments about how your design has been influenced by either a
social, moral, environmental or sustainability issue?
… commented about how well your designs satisfy most of the design
criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose a few of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… explained how your design ideas address at least 5 different types of
need? (e.g. aesthetic, cost, user, environmental, safety, size, functional,
manufacturing.)
… given reasons for the main features of your design ideas?
… described how your design ideas have been influenced by either a
social, moral, environmental or sustainability consideration?
… evaluated your design ideas against the design criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose some of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… shown how your design has been influenced by more than one social,
moral, environmental or sustainability consideration?
… objectively evaluated your design ideas against some of the design
criteria?
… considered the needs of the user when evaluating your design ideas?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose most of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?
… explained in detail the main features of your design ideas?
… explained how your design has been influenced by a range of social,
moral, environmental and sustainability issues?
… shown where your research has influenced your designs?
… explained how your ideas could be made using the available
equipment?
… objectively evaluated your designs against most of the design criteria?
… used knowledge of their working properties to choose all of the
materials, components or ingredients that you plan to use?

Level

Marking:

Have you …

I think…

Task 3
In the space below, sketch three different design ideas for a school
bag that would appeal to teenagers.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Level Awarded:
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Tick the ‘marking’ box only if you have done what is described in the ‘Have you …’ column.
The Level you achieve must have all of the boxes above it ticked.

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3

Quantity

Level

Item

… listed the ingredients to be used in your product?
… prepared some instructions for making your
product?
… sorted the tasks or processes needed to make
your product into the right order?
… listed the tools and equipment needed to make
your product?
… described some of the main stages needed to
make your product?
… identified the tools and equipment that could be
used to make your product?
… generated a step-by-step list of the stages needed
to make the product?
… included details of how to use a few of the
processes and techniques?
… included safety notes wherever they are needed in
the instructions for making?
… identified which activities during making could
affect how well your final product will meet the
general requirements of the design?
… included alternative tools and processes that could
be used? (E.g. if tools are not available, or to
make in large quantities)
… included some quality control checks in your
instructions for making?
… identified some of the individual activities during
making that could affect how well your final
product will meet each of the design criteria?
… included process times and operating parameters
(where appropriate)?
… included some quality control checks?
… identified most of the individual activities during
making that could affect how well your final
product will meet each of the design criteria?
… prepared detailed instructions that could be used
by someone else (without technical expertise) to
successfully make the product?
… included some appropriate forms of quality
control?
… identified all of the individual activities during
making that could affect how well your final
product will meet each of the design criteria?

My teacher
thinks …

Quantity

I think…

Ingredients List
Item

Marking:

Have you …

_______
thinks…

Task 4
Think of a food product that you have made at school.
Write up the recipe and instructions to make it.

3
4
5
6
7
8

STEP 4

Level Awarded:

Continue on the next
page if needed
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STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

STEP ___

This resource features edited versions of three worksheets from a set of 28 sheets that are available as an AfL Resource
Pack from the Attainment in Education website. This pack is designed to produce a solution to assessment for learning at Key
Stage 3 using new level criteria.
The copyright holder grants permission to modify the worksheets and tables
to suit the local requirements within schools that have purchased this resource.
The copyright holder also grants permission to schools that have purchased this resource to make
unlimited copies for their internal use for educational activities.
For more resources to support the teaching of Design & Technology and STEM subjects, please visit our website!

www.attainmentineducation.org
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